GPS MONITORING

"We can provide you with a complete service of truck monitoring"
- if a non-standard situation is identified we will send a mobile patrol,
which will deal with the problem and will inform the head office
SERVICE PARAMETERS
- 24 hours
- All the information about the movement of the vehicle is collected
in the monitoring centre of G4S, where it is recorded into a log/report
in real time
-The vehicle can be tracked on a map according to a planned route
or we offer the possibility of tracking only the movement of the vehicle itself
USE:
- In businesses or for private purposes (vehicle location)
- Can be used also outside the Czech Republic
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PHYSICAL ESCORTS

"We will provide a security escort and tracking of the movement
of your cargo by means of a GPS system and a patrol"

HOW THE SERVICE WORK:
- A patrol at the place of departure checks the technical condition of the vehicle
with regards to its roadworthiness
- A patrol is also present at the loading, and after the vehicle is loaded,
it will secure the vehicle, test the connection between the head office
and the truck driver.
- After the vehicle departs it monitors the situation around the vehicle,
driver's behaviour, traffic restrictions detours, and potentially, together
with the truck driver, a change of the route is planned
- The mobile patrol continuously informs the head office about the situation
and escorts the vehicle to its destination, where it hands the vehicle
together with the driver over to the entity intended.
It shall also pick up a certificate confirming that the vehicle with valuable
load was transported to the destination and to the customers intended.
- The escort patrol can drive in a marked/unmarked or armoured/unarmoured
vehicle.
- If a non-standard situation occurs, the patrol also secures the respective
documents, evidence, immediately informs the head office, local police.
USE:
- Transport of valuable loads
- Can be used also outside the Czech Republic
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